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The general price of clearing land is 
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rails, and a ground pole 4 feet round and 
ready for the plough. 
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Ex-Gov. 
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| of the existing statute and provide surer 
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their sovereign might and drive from | 
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The Newton Hamilton camp meeting 

opens Tuesday, August 13th, and closes 

Friday, August 24 

Jacob Long, of Cole's Summit, Hunting. 

while mowing last week found a tortoise | 
that he had cot his initials on in 1861, 
just 40 years ago. He found it near the 

and be says 
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Legal Bonds Require Stamps 

Bonds of administrators and executors, 

which were formerly heid to be exempt 

as bounds used in legal proceedings, re- 

after July 1, fifty cent 

stamp. The bonds of guardians, receiv: 

ers or trustees are taxable. Such bonds 

as are ased as prosecution bonds, injunce 

tion bonds, bonds upon appeal, writ of 
error, for costs and those given in claim 
and delivery action for property not tax. 

able. 
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